XML is a now a dominant standard for storing and exchanging information. With its increasing use in areas such as data warehousing and e-commerce, there is a rapidly growing need for rule-based technology to support reactive functionality on XML repositories. Eventcondition-action (ECA) rules automatically perform actions in response to events and are a natural facility to support such functionality. In this paper, we study ECA rules in the context of XML data. We de ne a simple language for specifying ECA rules on XML repositories. The language is illustrated by means of some examples, and its syntax and semantics are then speci ed more formally. We then investigate methods for analysing and optimising these ECA rules, a task which has added complexity in this XML setting compared with conventional active databases.
Introduction
Event-condition-action rules are used to provide reactive functionality in many settings, including active databases 35, 31] , work ow management, network management, personalisation and publish/subscribe technology 32, 20, 16, 17, 4, 29] , and specifying and implementing business processes 19, 2, 26] .
In this paper we propose a simple ECA rule language for providing reactive functionality over corpora of XML documents. The motivation for this work is the increasing use of XML as a mechanism for data warehousing | see for example recent extensions of commercial database systems to support storage, viewing and exporting of XML data, and discussions in 1, 16, 23, 21, 33, 29] . In this context, there is a need for incremental maintenance of the materialised views in the XML data warehouse, for validating and cleansing the input data streams, and for maintaining audit trails of the data. By analogy to their use in conventional databases, ECA rules can be used as an integrating technology for providing this kind of reactive functionality on corpora of XML documents. For a`push' type environment, ECA rules are a mechanism for automatically broadcasting information to subscribers as the contents of relevant documents change. They can also be employed as a exible means for maintaining statistics about document and web site usage and behaviour.
One of the key recurring themes regarding the successful deployment of ECA rules is the need for techniques and tools for analysing and optimising their behaviour 19, 27, 18] . Thus, the second part of this paper explores techniques for analysing and optimising our proposed ECA rule language for XML.
The closest work to ours is 26, 16, 17, 15] . 26] describes a language for interacting with XML sources on the web which incorporates ECA rules. However, details of the syntax and semantics of these rules are not given, and their analysis and optimisation are not addressed. 16] discusses extending XML repositories with ECA rules in order to support e-services. Active extensions to the XSLT 39] and Lorel 1] languages are proposed which handle insertion, deletion, and update events on XML documents | in contrast, we consider only insertion and deletion events here (see Section 2 below). It is proposed in 16] that analysis techniques developed for conventional active databases can be applied to these extended languages too but details are not given. 17] discusses a more speci c application of the approach to push technology where rule actions are methods that cannot update the repository, and hence cannot trigger other rules.
A more recent paper 15] also de nes an active rule language for XML, but is not concerned with rule analysis. The rule syntax it describes is similar to the one we de ne here, the rule format being based on the de nition of triggers in SQL3. Its rule execution semantics is rather di erent from the model we adopt, however. Generally speaking, insertions and deletions of XML data (so-called bulk statements) may involve document fragments of unbounded size. 15] describes a semantics whereby each (top-level) update is decomposed into a sequence of smaller updates (which depend on the contents of the fragment being inserted/deleted) and then trigger execution is interleaved with the execution of these smaller updates. In contrast, we treat each top-level update as atomic and trigger execution is invoked only after completion of the toplevel update. In general, these semantics may produce di erent results for the same top-level update and it is a question of future research to determine their respective suitability in di erent applications.
Other related work is 29, 33] . 29] discusses monitoring and subscription in Xyleme, an XML warehouse supporting subscription to web documents. A set of alerters monitor simple changes to web documents. A monitoring query processor then performs more complex event detection and sends noti cations of events to a trigger engine which performs the necessary actions, including creating new versions of XML documents. The focus of this reactive functionality is highly tuned to this speci c application.
33] proposes extensions to the XQuery language 40] to incorporate update operations (we refer the reader to that paper for a review of the provision of update facilities in other XML manipulation languages). The update operations proposed are more expressive than the actions supported by our ECA rule language since they also include renaming and replacement operations, and speci cation of updates at multiple levels of documents. Triggers are discussed in 33] as an implementation mechanism for deletion operations on the underlying relational store of the XML. However, provision of ECA rules at the \logical" XML level is not considered. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 de nes a simple language for specifying ECA rules on XML documents. The language is illustrated by means of some examples, and its syntax and semantics are then speci ed more formally. Section 3 discusses techniques for analysing rule behaviour, including issues such as triggering and activation relationships between rules, and a more sophisticated analysis technique based on abstract interpretation. Section 4 discusses techniques for optimising the execution of our ECA rules. Section 5 gives our concluding remarks and outlines directions for further work. The following ECA rule updates the books-in-stock information in the above document after an insertion of one or more new books into the document: on INSERT /bookstore/book if $delta quantity-in-stock > 0] do INSERT $delta/isbn BELOW /bookstore/books-in-stock AFTER TRUE Here, the system-de ned $delta variable is successively bound to each of the newly inserted book nodes detected by the event part of the rule. The condition part of the rule checks for each new book whether its quantity-in-stock is greater than zero. If so, the action part of the rule inserts a copy of the new isbn node as a child of books-in-stock. The phrase AFTER TRUE indicates that new isbn node will be added after any existing children of books-in-stock.
The following ECA rule similarly updates the books-in-stock information after a deletion of one or more books from the document:
on DELETE /bookstore/book if TRUE do DELETE /bookstore/books-in-stock/isbn .=$delta/isbn] Here each isbn node child of books-in-stock whose value matches the isbn of a deleted book is itself deleted.
Example 2 Consider an XML database consisting of two documents, stores.xml and products.xml.
The document stores.xml stores the amount of sales of each product in each store on each day:
The document products.xml holds information on each product, including which stores have sold some amount of each product: <products> <product id="p1"> <name>...</name> <category>...</category> <price>...</price> <store id="s1"/> ... </product> ... </products>
The following ECA rule updates the products.xml document whenever one or more new products (and their amounts sold) are added to stores. The rule is said to be triggered if this set of nodes includes any node in a new sub-document, in the case of an insertion, or in a deleted sub-document, in the case of a deletion.
The system-de ned variable $delta is available for use within the condition and actions parts of the ECA rule (see below) and its set of instantiations is the set of new or deleted nodes returned by e. The In an INSERT action, the expression e speci es the set of nodes, N, immediately below which new sub-document(s) will be inserted. These sub-documents are speci ed by the expression r. If e or r references the $delta variable then one sub-document is constructed for each instantiation of $delta for which the rule's condition query evaluates to true. If neither e nor r references $delta then a single sub-document is constructed 1 . q is an optional XPath quali er which is evaluated on each child of each node n 2 N. For insertions of the form AFTER q, the new sub-document(s) are inserted after the last sibling for which q is True, while for insertions of the form BEFORE q, the new sub-document(s) are inserted before the rst sibling for which q is True. The order in which new sub-documents are inserted is non-deterministic.
In a DELETE action, the expression e speci es the set of nodes which will be deleted (together with their sub-documents). Again, e may reference the $delta variable.
In order to be able to apply our analysis and optimisation techniques (which are discussed in Sections 3 and 4), we assume that the XPath and XQuery expressions used in ECA rules are restricted to be simple ones, de ned below. Extending our techniques to larger fragments of the XPath and XQuery languages is an area of further work.
The XPath fragment we consider here disallows a number of features of the full XPath language, most notably the use of any axis other than the child, parent, self or descendant-orself axes and the use of all functions (including not) other than document(). Thus, the syntax of a simple XPath expression e is given by the following grammar, where s denotes a string and n denotes an element or attribute name 2 : 1 We observe that using the phrase BELOW e to indicate where the update should happen is signi cant. Without it the placement of new sub-documents would be restricted to occurring only at the root node of documents. 2 We underline here the terms that will be referred to again later in the paper.
So an XPath expression starts by establishing a context, either by a call to the document function (the only function allowed) followed by a path expression p or by a reference to the variable $delta (the only variable allowed).
Expressions enclosed in` ' and`]' in an XPath expression are called quali ers. If we delete all quali ers (along with the enclosing brackets) from an XPath expression, we are left with a path of nodes. We call this path the distinguished path of the expression and the node at the end of the distinguished path the distinguished leaf of the expression.
The result of an XPath expression e is a set of nodes, namely, those matched by the distinguished leaf of the expression. The (simple) result type of e, denoted type(e), is one of string, an element name n, or *, where * denotes any element name. The result type can be determined as follows.
Let p be the distinguished path of e. If the leaf of p is @n or @*, type(e) is string. If the leaf of p is n or *, type(e) is n or *, respectively. If the leaf is`.' or`..', type(e) can be inferred by replacing each occurrence of`.' and`..' from left to right in p as follows. If p starts with $delta, then we substitute for $delta the distinguished path of the XPath expression which occurs in the event part of the rule. If the step is`..' and it is preceded by`a/' (where a must be either an element name or *'), then replace`a/..' with`.'. If the separator preceding the occurrence of`.' or`..' is`//', then replace the step with`*'. If the step is`.' and the separator which precedes it is`/', then delete the step and its preceding separator.
We term the path that results the modi ed distinguished path, and type(e) is determined from the leaf of this modi ed distinguished path 3 The result type of the rst conjunct is ingredient because the event part of the rule is on INSERT document('g.xml')/guide/restaurant/entree/ingredient
The result type of the second conjunct is restaurant, determined as follows. The distinguished path after substituting $delta is document('g.xml')/guide/restaurant/entree/ingredient/../.. So we replace`ingredient/..' with`.', we delete`/.', we replace`entree/..' with`.', and nally we delete`/.', leaving the modi ed distinguished path
The XQuery fragment we consider here disallows the use of full so-called FLWR expressions (involving keywords`for,'`let,'`where' and`return'), essentially permitting only the`return' part of an expression. The syntax of a simple XQuery expression r is given by the following grammar: 3 The modi ed distinguished path is simply used to determine the result type; it may not be equivalent to the original path p. r ::= e j c c ::=`<' n a (`/>' j (`>' t `</' n`>')) a ::= (n`= "' (s j e 0 )`"' a)? t ::= s j c j e 0 e 0 ::=`f' e`g' Thus an XQuery expression r is either a XPath expression e or an element constructor c. An element constructor is either an empty element or an element with a sequence of element contents t. In each case, the element can have a list of attributes a. An attribute list a can be empty or is a name equated to an attribute value followed by an attribute list. An attribute value is either a string s or an enclosed expression e 0 . Element contents t is one of a string, an element constructor or an enclosed expression. An enclosed expression e 0 is an XPath expression e enclosed in braces.
The braces indicate that e should be evaluated and the result inserted at the position of e in the element constructor or attribute value.
The result type of an XQuery expression r, denoted type(r), is a tree, each of whose nodes is of type n (for element name n), *, n//* or *//*. The types with a su x //* indicate that the corresponding node can be the root of an arbitrary subtree. This is necessary to capture the fact that the results of XPath expressions embedded in r return sets of nodes which may be the roots of sub-documents. The tree for type(r) can be determined as follows. If r is an XPath expression e, then type(r) comprises a single node whose type is type(e)//*. If r is an element constructor c, then we form a tree T from the element names and enclosed expressions in c (so we ignore strings and attributes). For each enclosed expression e 0 , we determine its result type type(e 0 ). If type(e 0 ) is string, we delete e 0 ; otherwise we replace e 0 in T by type(e 0 )//*. Now type(r) is given by the modi ed tree T. This tree can be represented as an XPath expression.
Example 5 Let r be the XQuery expression in the INSERT action of the rule in Example 2.
Then type(r) is clearly store (although a more precise type would be given by the XPath expression store @id]).
As another example, let r be the XQuery expression <a><b>{$delta/..}</b><c/></a>, and assume that the result type of {$delta/..} is *. Then type(r) can be represented by the XPath expression a b/*//*] c].
ECA Rule Execution Semantics
We specify the rule execution semantics using procedural pseudocode below. The input to the execution is an XML database, db, and a schedule, s. The database consists of a set of XML documents. The schedule consists of a list of updates to be executed on this database. Each such update is a pair (a i;j ; docsAndDeltas i ). a i;j is an action from the actions part of some rule r i . docsAndDeltas i is a set of pairs (d; deltas d;i ), where d is the identi er of a document upon which a i;j is to be applied and deltas d;i is the set of instantiations for the $delta variable generated by the event and condition part of rule r i with respect to document d (computed at the time that the rule's event and condition part were evaluated) | we call this set of instantiations the set of deltas.
Rules are identi ed by numbers 1..noOfRules in order of decreasing priority (thus, in common with the SQL3 standard for database triggers 28], we assume here that no two rules have the same priority). Without loss of generality, we assume that the schedule which initiates the ECA rule execution consists of an action from one of the rules, and an initial set of documents and deltas upon which this action is to be applied, i.e. the initial schedule is a singleton of the form (a, noOfActions i] is the number of actions in the actions part of rule i, and actions i,j] is the j'th action of rule i. The statement for j := noOfActions i] downto 1 do ... ensures that the actions of a given rule are placed in the right order onto the schedule. Each such action a i,j] is paired with the set docsAndDeltas consisting of the set of candidate documents for rule i and the set of deltas for each such document. Since rules are considered in increasing order of priority (in the statement for i := noOfRules downto 1 do ...), the actions of higher-priority rules that have red will be placed onto the schedule in front of the actions of lower-priority rules.
The execution proceeds in this fashion until the schedule becomes empty. Non-termination of rule execution is a possibility and thus rule analysis techniques are important for developing sets of`well-behaved' rules | we discuss such techniques in Section 3 below.
Observations. There are a number of observations we can make regarding the above execution semantics:
Set-based updates: In general updateDB will be undertaking a simultaneous set of updates on the database. For INSERT actions, this may result in non-determinism in the order in which a set of new sub-documents are inserted under a common parent since the BEFORE/AFTER construct only determines the ordering of new sub-document(s) with respect to existing sub-documents. It is an area of further work to extend our ECA language to capture ordering relationships between new sub-documents.
Coupling mode: The rule coupling mode we have assumed here is Immediate, meaning that the actions of rules that have red as a result of the current update are placed at the head of the current schedule. Other coupling modes are also possible in ECA systems e.g. Deferred and Detached (see 31]), and examining their applicability and impact in our context here is an area of further work.
Binding mode: We have assumed that the instantiations of the $delta variable are determined at the time that the event part of a rule is detected. Again, there are other binding possibilities (see 31] for a discussion) and examining their implication in our context is an area of further work. Incidentally, the coupling and binding choices that we have made here correspond to those in the SQL3 standard for database triggers 28]. Document-level and instance-level triggering: Our ECA language encompasses both documentlevel and instance-level triggering, by analogy to statement-level and row-level triggers in relational active databases 28]: If there is no occurrence of the $delta variable in a rule action, the action is executed at most once on each document each time the rule res | this is document-level triggering. If there is an occurrence of $delta in an action part, the action is executed once for each possible instantiation of $delta on each document | this is instance-level triggering.
3 Analysing ECA Rule Behaviour Analysis of ECA rules in active databases is a well-studied topic, with a number of approaches appearing in the literature e.g. 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 19] , mostly in the context of relational databases. A key analysis question is that of termination of the rule execution, and a set of ECA rules is said to be terminating if for any initial event and any initial database state, the rule execution terminates.
Triggering and activation relations between rules have been used to determine whether a set of ECA rules is terminating:
A rule r i may trigger a rule r j if the action of r i may generate an event which triggers r j .
The triggering graph 5, 6] represents each rule as a vertex, and there is a directed arc from a vertex r i to a vertex r j if r i may trigger r j . Acyclicity of the triggering graph implies de nite termination of rule execution.
An activation graph 13] also represents rules as vertices. In this case an arc between two distinct vertices r i and r j indicates that r j 's condition may be changed from False to True after the execution of r i 's action, while an arc from a vertex r i to itself indicates that r i 's condition may be True after the execution of r i 's action. Acyclicity of this graph also implies de nite termination of rule execution. Triggering and activation graphs were combined in 11] in a method called rule reduction which gives more precise results than either of the previous methods. With this method, any vertex which does not have both an incoming triggering and activation arc can be removed from the graph, along with its outgoing arcs. This removal of vertices is repeated until there are no such vertices. If the procedure results in all the vertices being removed, then the rule set is de nitely terminating.
More recently, we have been investigating the use of abstract interpretation 3, 30] for analysing termination of ECA rules 8, 10] . With this approach, the ECA rules are \executed" on an abstract database and abstract schedule, which represent a number of real databases and real schedules. Our abstract interpretation approach is a more costly but more precise technique than the graph-based approaches since these focus on triggering and activation relationships between pairs of rules whereas our approach considers the global relationships between rules, and how these relationships evolve during rule execution.
A natural question to ask is whether it is possible to re-use analysis techniques developed for ECA rules in relational databases in an XML setting by translating the set of XML documents and associated ECA rules into a relational form and then applying previous analysis techniques to these rules. The problem with this approach is that it may result in a signi cant loss of precision of the analysis, since the triggering graph is likely to become much less precise after transformation. For example, we can translate an XML document into a number of unary and binary relations such as relation element(A), which states that A is an element node, relation child(A; B), whose semantics are`the element identi ed by A has the element identi ed by B as a child,' and relation value(C; D), whose semantics are`the data for the node identi ed by C is D' 34]. Relations element, child and value (along with others) are then used to store the XML document contents. For the insertion or deletion of element nodes, the ECA rules would now have the form`on insertion/deletion into child if condition do action'. Consequently any triggering graph containing two or more such rules will always contain a cycle, since there is just one relation whose modi cation causes triggering.
For this reason, it is not su cient to translate XML data and ECA rules into relational form for analysis, and new techniques need to be developed for conducting the analysis directly. We discuss some possible techniques below.
Triggering graphs for XML ECA rules
In order to determine triggering relationships between our XML ECA rules, we need to be able to determine whether an action of some rule may trigger the event part of some other rule.
Clearly, INSERT 2 in some rule r j we need to know whether ev is independent of a.
Recall from Section 2 that type(r) denotes the result type of r, which is a tree T in which each node is an element name n or *, with the leaf nodes possibly su xed with //* indicating that the node may be the root of an arbitrary subtree. Let path(T) be the set of paths in T and Q be the set of XPath queries fe 1 =p j p 2 path(T)g Then, the event ev is independent of the action a if the query e 2 is independent of the query set Q, that Since this test considers only the distinguished paths of e and e 2 , it is a conservative test and it may be the case that r i will not actually trigger r j in any database state. For example, consider event ev:
and action a:
The set of queries Q derived from action a comprises the single query /b/c. This is identical to the distinguished path of the XPath expression in event ev, and so the method described above would conclude that a rule containing action a may trigger a rule containing event ev. However, we know the exact structure of what has been inserted below /b by action a, namely, that it is an element c with no children. Therefore this action cannot trigger ev which requires that c has a d child. A more precise test could detect this, and developing such tests is an area of further research.
For testing whether DELETE actions may trigger DELETE events, for any deletion action a of the form DELETE e 1 belonging to a rule r i , and any deletion event ev of the form DELETE e 2 belonging to a rule r j , we view e 1 as an XQuery expression and derive the query set Q from e 1 as for the insertion case above, except that in this case, because e 1 is simply an XPath expression, Q will be a singleton set containing just e 1 == . We then have that r i may trigger r j if e 2 is not independent of Q.
Once the triggering graph between a set of ECA rules has been constructed, acyclicity of this graph implies de nite termination of the rules.
Activation Graphs for XML ECA rules
In order to determine activation relationships between ECA rules, we need to be able to determine (a) whether an action of some rule r i may change the value of the condition part of some other rule r j from False to True, in which case there is an activation arc from r i to r j , and (b) whether all the actions of a rule r i will de nitely leave the condition part of r i False; if not, then there is an activation arc from r i to itself.
The following table illustrates the transitions that the truth-value of a condition can undergo, in the absence of negation in rule conditions. The rst column shows its truth value of before the update, and the subsequent columns its truth value after a non-independent insertion (NI) and a non-independent deletion (ND): 
Moreover, the use of`..' in a condition is analogous to introducing a quali er, so we need to rewrite conditions accordingly. For example, the condition a/b/../d is equivalent to a b]/d. This condition can be turned from False to True if either a d element is added below an a element which has a b element as a child, or a b element is added below an a element which has a d element as a child.
The procedure for determining non-independence of an insertion from a condition, c, involves constructing from c a set C of conditions, each of which is an XPath expression without any quali ers i.e. a distinguished path. The objective is that condition c can change from False to True as a result of an insertion only if at least one of the conditions in C can change from False to True as a result of the insertion. We start with set C = fc 1 ; : : : ; c n g, the set of conjuncts appearing in c. We now proceed to decompose each conjunct in C into a number of conditions without quali ers, adding each one to C.
A single step of the decomposition is as follows. y, respectively, to C. The decomposition process continues until all conditions in C are quali er-free. Now let one of the actions from rule r i be INSERT r BELOW e 1 BEFOREjAFTER q] As described in Section 3.1, we again construct a query set Q from e 1 and r. We now use the test of regular expression intersection in order to check whether every e 2 Q is independent of each of the conditions in C. If so, then Q cannot change the truth value of c from False to True. Otherwise, Q is deemed to be non-independent of c and we insert an activation arc from r i to r j . This again is a conservative test, and it is an area of further research to develop more precise tests.
Example 6 Let c be the condition $delta quantity-in-stock > 0] in the rst ECA rule in Example 1. The set of conditions C constructed by the decomposition procedure described above comprises only a single condition c 0 , namely, $delta/quantity-in-stock. The modi ed distinguished path of c 0 after substituting for $delta is /bookstore/book/quantity-in-stock Thus, the only insertion actions that can activate c 0 are ones which insert below /bookstore/book a quantity-in-stock, insert below /bookstore a book with a quantity-in-stock child, or insert below / a bookstore with a book child which has a quantity-in-stock child.
In each of these three cases, the set Q of queries generated from the insertion action will contain a query which, when interpreted as a regular expression, will be equal to c 0 interpreted as a regular expression. This means that the condition and insertion are possibly not independent and an activation arc should be added from the rule containing the insertion action to the rule containing condition c. Once again, the test described above will detect these possibilities and will correctly insert the necessary activation arcs.
For case (b) above, a rule r i activates itself if it may leave its own condition True. From the above table, we see that with the analysis that we have used so far this will be the case for all rules. To obtain more precision, we need to develop the notion of self-disactivating rules, by analogy to this property of ECA rules in a relational database setting 12]. A self-disactivating rule is one where the execution of its action makes its condition False.
In the absence of negation in rule conditions, the only possibility for a rule to be self disactivating is if all its actions are deletions which subsume one or more of the conjuncts c 1 ; : : : ; c n in its condition. For each deletion action DELETE e 1 let e be the query e 1 == . Then we need to test if e c i for some 1 i n.
For the simple XPath expressions to which our ECA rules are constrained in this paper, and provided additionally that the only operator appearing in quali ers is =, it is known that containment is decidable 22, 24, 36] . Thus, it is possible to devise a test for determining whether rules are self-disactivating. The decidability of containment for larger fragments of the XPath language is an open problem 22]. However, even if a fragment of XPath is used for which this property is undecidable, it may still be possible to develop conservative approximations, and this is an area of further research.
Once the activation graph between a set of ECA rules has been constructed, acyclicity of this graph implies de nite termination of the rules. The triggering and activation graphs can also be combined and the rule reduction method employed.
Abstract Interpretation of Rule Execution
The abstract interpretation approach to ECA rule analysis we discussed in 8, 10] can also be applied in the present XML setting. This approach generalises graph-based techniques since these focus on triggering and activation relationships between pairs of rules whereas our approach is more \global" in nature. To illustrate, consider the following pair of rules: It is easy to see that the triggering and activation graph for these rules is as follows, where the solid arcs are triggering ones and the broken arcs are activation ones:
Triggering analysis, activation analysis, and the rule reduction method are thus all inconclusive with this rule set. With our abstract interpretation approach (see 8] for details), the rule termination test consists of running the abstract rule execution once for each possible initial singleton abstract schedule, with an initial abstract database in which all non-trivial conditions have value Unknown (i.e. may be True or False). If all invocations of the abstract execution terminate, then de nite termination of the set of ECA rules can be concluded. Otherwise, the set of rules is deemed to be possibly non-terminating.
With the above two rules, given an initial abstract schedule consisting of the action of rule 
Optimising ECA Rule Execution
A number of techniques can be used for optimising the execution of our XML ECA rules:
(i) The triggering relationships between rules derived using the techniques discussed in Section 3.1 can be used at run-time in order to optimise event detection in the updateDB function described in Section 2.2. In particular, if it is known that the action a just applied to the database by updateDB cannot trigger a rule i, then there is no need to evaluate rule i's event query on the new database and the set delta i,d] can be set to empty for all documents d. (ii) By dynamically maintaining the activation relationships between rules as rules execute, as described in Section 3.3 above, it is also possible to avoid evaluating condition queries that are currently known to be de nitely True or False. This optimisation would modify the candidateDocs function described in Section 2.2.
(iii) The individual expressions in the condition and action parts of rules can be optimised by using recent results on equivalence and minimisation of XPath/XQuery expressions 7, 37]. Further optimisations are possible if documents are known to satisfy various constraints by conforming to a schema or document type de nition 7, 22, 37]. (iv) More \global" optimisation of rule conditions and actions is possible by using abstract interpretation to predict possible sequences of rule actions that may execute from the current database state, and then producing a specialised version of the rule execution semantics for each possible such sequence. This technique is described in 9] in a conventional active database setting, but it can be applied equally well in our XML setting here. The technique gives the opportunity to optimise rule execution for speci c sequences of rule actions, for example by abstracting common sub-queries from the set of queries that it is known will need to be evaluated. The technique can be used both statically, i.e. at rule compilation time, and dynamically, during rule execution.
Conclusions
We have proposed a simple ECA rule language for providing reactive functionality on XML databases, and have developed new techniques for analysing the triggering and activation dependencies between XML ECA rules. By combining these new techniques with recent theoretical results regarding containment and equivalence of XPath/XQuery expressions, and with analysis and optimisation approaches for ECA rules that were developed for conventional databases, we have thus proposed a number of techniques for analysing and optimising the behaviour of our XML ECA rules. To our knowledge, this is the rst time that such techniques have been proposed for ECA rules on XML data. The determination of triggering and activation relationships between ECA rules is more complex in an XML setting than for relational databases, because determining the e ects of rule actions is not simply a matter of matching up the names of updated relations with potential events or with the bodies of rule conditions. Instead, the associations are more implicit and semantic comparisons between sets of path expressions are required.
One could imagine using XSLT to transform source documents and materialise the kinds of view documents we have used in the examples in this paper. However, XSLT would have to process an entire source document after any update to it in order to produce a new document whereas we invisage detecting updates of much ner granularity. Also, using active rules allows one to update a document directly, wheareas XSLT requires a new result tree to be generated by applying transformations to the source document.
The work that we have described here has opened up many directions for further work: exploring the practical e ectiveness of our tests for independence of queries in triggering analysis and activation analysis, and investigating the possibility of developing more precise tests; exploring the decidability of independence and containment for larger fragments of XPath, and developing conservative approximations in cases where these properties are undecidable; extending the expressiveness of the various parts of our ECA rules, for example to support negation in rule conditions;
incorporating information about document types in our treatment, in order to get more precise analysis information and more possibilities for rule optimisation; investigating other coupling modes and other binding modes for our ECA rules; developing analysis techniques for other properties of our ECA rules e.g. con uence of the rule execution if rules of the same priority are permitted.
